SISTER ANGELA’S GIRLS 5
SYNOPSIS OF EPISODES

Ep. 1: “Omnia in bonum”
Sister Angela and sister Costanza are awaiting news. Meanwhile, Nico kisses a stranger right
before meeting up with Asia, who gives him some surprising news. Azzurra returns and
announces that she wants to turn the convent into a hotel. Yet her flippant idea is just an
attempt to erase her unbearable grief over the death of Davide and her husband Guido in a
tragic car crash. Meanwhile, a young woman is hospitalized after attempted suicide…
Ep. 2: “Just Like in a Fairytale”
Valentina has fallen into a coma. Azzurra cannot believe her friend Valentina tried to commit
suicide and begins investigating into her life. But what happens when Azzurra finds out who’s
to blame? Will she put her own life at risk just to retaliate? Meanwhile, Nico teaches Ginevra to
how to live in the real world by having her try new experiences. Valentina wakes up from the
coma, but something is wrong…
Ep. 3: “Il cuore in soffitta”
It seems that Ginevra has begun a relationship with a young man who is engaged to be
married and sister Angela discovers a terrible secret linked to him. Meanwhile, Nico meets
Maria. They begin dating, but he is shocked when he finds out who she really is. Azzurra would
like to go see Valentina in the hospital, but something holds her back. Gabriele, instead, has
wonderful news for Valentina...
Ep. 4: “The Last Chance”
Sister Angela discovers that Gabriele is keeping a secret that could put Valentina’s life in
danger. Meanwhile, Nico keeps dating Maria secretly, but Ginevra disapproves of their “open”
relationship. Azzurra collaborates with the twins to make things difficult for Gabriele…
Ep. 5: “Just a Click”
Sister Angela finds out that Maria is receiving threats from an ex-boyfriend and asks Nico for
help. Meanwhile, sister Costanza uncovers the twins secret. Valentina, instead, has lost the
use of her legs and has been confined to a wheelchair. Thanks to Azzurra, she seems to have
regained her smile, but makes a dangerous decision.
Ep. 6: “Fine, Call It Obsession”

While sister Angela helps Ginevra on a case that involves her students, Nico decides to ask
Maria to become exclusive with him, but has he really chosen her or is he just trying to escape
from another relationship? Meanwhile, Azzurra says that now that Valentina is well, she is
putting the convent up for sale again. She will stay until she finds the right buyer…
Ep. 7: “Out!”
Sister Angela tries to save a little girl who is apparently being victimized by her own mother.
Maria asks Nico for help facing her father, but something goes wrong and Nico finds himself at
the school dance with Ginevra. Meanwhile, the nuns try to boycott Azzurra, set on selling the
convent, but in the end an unexpected buyer shows up at their door.
Ep. 8: “The Last Thing I Remember”
While sister Angela helps Nico find a student who seems to have disappeared into thin air,
Ginevra receives a compromising photo of her and Nico from the night of the dance. But she
doesn’t remember anything at all. Does Nico remember what happened that night? Meanwhile,
Azzurra doesn’t want to meet with the new buyer because it turns out he is an ex-boyfriend of
hers from many years ago. Valentina and Gabriele seem ready for a romantic dinner together,
but there’s a problem…
Ep. 9: “Caterpillar or Butterfly”
Sister Angela “is at odds” with a doctor, but after some initial conflict, she discovers he is much
more similar to her than she thought. Together they are able to make Eugenia, a little girl who,
for years, has been fighting a tumor, smile again. And little Eugenia helps Valentina find the joy
of living again. Meanwhile, Nico and Ginevra do nothing but fight and Nico turns to Maria in a
moment of weakness. Will sister Costanza, instead, fulfill her dream of going on the show
“Dancing with the Stars”? And what about Azzurra? Will she find the courage to tell Athos the
secret that binds them?

Ep. 10: “There are none so blind as those who do not want to love”
While sister Angela investigates the secret of a boyfriend and girlfriend who are friends of
Gabriele, Emma returns to the convent, but will Azzurra find the courage to tell her who her
father is? Maria wants to speak to Nico about a special kiss they shared, but Nico
unexpectedly loses his eyesight and Ginevra is the one who helps him through this difficult
time. Meanwhile, urged by Gabriele and sister Costanza, Valentina begins playing the guitar
again for little Eugenia.
Ep. 11: “S.O.S”
Sister Angela investigates a girl who is willing to sell her own self to save the one she loves.
Nico, instead, wants to get serious about Maria. Meanwhile, Ginevra’s past comes back to
haunt and threaten her. Nico tries to protect her and finds out the secret she has been keeping
from him. Athos and Emma discover they both love to read and Azzurra becomes a pseudointellectual to make sure she isn't left out.

Ep. 12: “Like a Ghost”
Sister Angela investigates into a nurse with a double identity. When Nico’s aunt, who is also a
nun, arrives at the convent, Maria asks Ginevra for help in making a good impression.
Meanwhile, Valentina becomes quite impressed by Alessio, her new physical therapist, just
when Gabriele decides to tell her how he really feels about her. Athos tries to make up for time
lost with Azzurra, but he may have gone too far.
Ep. 13: “Heartbeats”
Sister Angela and Pietro try to save the life of a girl who thinks life is just a game. Ginevra,
instead, agrees to go on a double dinner date as Nico’s pretend girlfriend to help Valentina
with Alessio. Azzurra discovers that Athos has a surprise for her, but she might not be ready for
this type of surprise…
Ep. 14: “When I Grow Up…”
Teodora, the twin’s mother, returns to the convent with shocking news for Gabriele. While
Maria is gone from the convent, Ginevra and Nico spend a lot of time together… Meanwhile,
Valentina is busy helping Eugenia fulfill her dream of meeting Benji and Fede. With sister
Costanza’s help, Azzurra does everything in her power to avoid temptation: to not use the
credit card that Athos forgot at the convent.
Ep. 15: “Beware the Wolf”
Sister Angela is worried about Ginevra. Her father is out of jail and has come looking for her.
When Ginevra risks everything to take revenge on the man who killed her mother, Nico comes
to her rescue. The two of them have never been so close… the same as Gabriele and
Teodora, who Valentina thinks are too close. Meanwhile, Azzurra finds the most ridiculous
solutions to recover Athos’ money and gets the entire convent involved in her schemes…
Ep. 16: “Sign Language”
Sister Angela and Pietro try to re-unite a broken family and sister Angela discovers that the
doctor’s commitment to his job is his way of concealing his pain. Meanwhile, Nico makes an
important decision about his relationship with Maria, but only Ginevra knows the truth. Azzurra,
instead, has to deal with Athos’ imminent departure…
Ep. 17: “How to Grow Up”
When a little boy is hospitalized, sister Angela discovers a terrible secret about his father.
Meanwhile, Nico decides to leave and now that Asia returns to get Mattia, what will happen
when she finds out the truth about the girl? Valentina, instead, must decide what to do about
her relationship with Alessio while Azzurra wants to leave with Athos. Yet there is something
more important right now… Eugenia’s disease has advanced. Is there still hope for her?

Ep. 18: “The Essence”
At school, a professor is reported by one of the students and sister Angela and Nico try to help
Maria, who is keeping an unspeakable secret. Ginevra wants to help Nico with the move, but
maybe it’s just an excuse to figure out her real feelings… Sister Angela, overwhelmed by
Nico’s decision, makes an unexpected decision herself that will change the destiny of the
convent.
Ep. 19: “Farewell!”
Unexpected returns and departures upset life at the convent. While sister Angela and Mattia
flee the convent without a trace, Costanza and Nico try to salvage the situation, but what if
sister Angela doesn’t want to be found? After receiving Teodora’s proposal, Gabriele must
figure out what his true sentiments are. When Ginevra discovers the truth about sister Angela,
she makes an impulsive decision.
Ep. 20: “The Way Home”
Sister Angela is accused of kidnapping Mattia, but it turns out Pietro is involved. Meanwhile,
Ginevra understands her real feelings, but maybe it’s too late. Nico has already decided what
to do about his son. Azzurra has returned to the convent and maybe now she is truly ready for
a new relationship…

